
Often it is easier to understand
where a company is going
when you know where it

came from. That was my experience
in developing this issue’s cover story
on the Evolved Habitats and Evolved
Harvest brands that are headquar-
tered in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. I
think it is fair to say that early Evolved
Habitats products like Deer co Cain
are responsible for helping to popu-
larize the use of mineral based attrac-
tants among deer hunters. When
seed mixes were introduced under
the Evolved Harvest brand, products
like Throw & Grow and Provide
Clover became important tools in the
Quality Deer Management move-
ment.

Like a lot of companies in the
shooting sports industry, the Evolved
brands were launched when a small
businessman saw the opportunity to
start a new product line. Back in 1992
Mathew Newman owned a couple of
hardware stores in communities
north of Baton Rouge and he noticed
how many hunters came through his
doors each fall to buy hardware,
shovels and other materials to fix up
their deer camps. He figured if he had
his own product to sell hunters, he
could capture bigger margins and
possibly wholesale the product to
other dealers. 

Louisiana is one of the top states
for growing sugar cane and the small
start-up business had the idea of
concentrating that sweetness into a
hard candy block that deer could lick
and lick.  He got set up in his garage
to cook the syrupy sorghum sweeten-
er from sugar cane down so it would
harden when cooled. He used a boil-
ing pot to do the cooking and when
the mixture was cool, he poured it
into brick shaped clear plastic

clamshell packages that served as
both mold and display package. Sales
to hunters were brisk that first winter
and they started building inventory
for the following year.

Unfortunately, when summer’s

steamy weather arrived the Deer
Suckers melted out of their packag-
ing. That and the acrid burnt-sugar
smell that accompanied the produc-
tion process might have stopped
most people, but they persevered and

Focus on Deer Attractants,
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Many of the key people at the New Roads plant took a few minutes so I could photo-
graph them near the large outdoor storage tanks. Shown kneeling left to right are
Denzel Young (Shipping Assistant), Rod Navarre (Inventory Manager) and Mark
Daigrepont (Production Manager.) 

Standing left to right are Ronnie Chenier (Powder Product Manager), Drew Mulvanah
(Plant Manager), Yvonne Gill (Purchasing Agent), James Stevens (Operations Manager),
Mike Page(Maintenance), Jeff Monceret (Operations & Logistics), Jason Martin (Shipping
Manager), Ethel Bergeron (Liquid Product Manager), Matt Arceneaux (EDI Shipping
Manager) and Damian Gremillion (Shipping Assistant).
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added a Drip Sack that took advan-
tage of the hard candy’s tendency to
slowly melt when exposed to mois-
ture. They also found a better place to
make their products, a former car
repair shop whose concrete surfaces
could be hosed down between pro-
duction runs.

Evolved Habitats hit a home run
with its next introduction, Deer co
Cain. The white powder is an attrac-
tant containing minerals that deer
need and crave for antler and bone
development. Hunters can simply
dump Deer co Cain on the ground,
but it is more effective to dig a hole,
empty the sack of powder into it and

then wet it down with water. The
minerals soak into the soil that way
and deer will return to paw and lick
the soil. 

Over the years additional prod-
ucts were added to the Deer co Cain
series. Evolved developed a ready-to-
use liquid, a sticky gel and a time
release block. The independent
retailers who were the company’s
original distribution network didn’t
have a problem with a name that was
a play on the habit-forming qualities
of the product, but there was some
resistance from the big chain stores
to the Deer co Cain name. The solu-
tion was to simply add a second

series under the Deer Cane label. “It’s
funny because I’ve had long-time
customers tell me Deer co Cain works
better than Deer Cane,” Tim
Carnahan said when I interviewed
the national brand manager in
Louisiana. “I told them I have worked
at the plant and know exactly the
same product goes into each pack-
age.”

Carnahan came to Evolved six
years ago as the national sales man-
ager.  He’d started in garden plant
purchasing with a national home
improvement chain and then worked
his way up into administration.
Evolved had relocated to New Roads,

Food Plots is Paying Off
By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn
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Ryan Busbice worked for his father’s trucking business and at a brokerage house before he found a way to channel his passions for
body building and hunting into a new career. Today he helps oversee Synergy Outdoors, whose nutritionally-based products can help
improve deer health while they boost a hunter’s odds. Ryan is by some of the best known Deer co Cain products, while younger brother
Matt (right) displays some of the newest members of the family, including the Rack Rock.
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a small community about 40 miles
west of Baton Rouge. The facility it
found had been a fleet maintenance
center for Haliburton, the giant oil
field services company. Its ability to
handle heavy truck traffic was impor-
tant to its new use as a manufactur-
ing and distribution center for
Evolved Habitats products and as the
warehouse and distribution center
for the seed mixes sold under the
Evolved Harvest brand. Newman’s
company added outdoor grain bins
and liquid storage tanks. Their con-
tents, much of it produced by farmers
from Louisiana and neighboring
states, were augered and pumped
inside where they were mixed with
other ingredients from 50 pound
sacks. The finished blends went to
bottling or packaging lines, then into
cartons and onto pallets for storage
or shipment.

Evolved had about 60 employees
when Carnahan started there in 2005.
Today peak season employment can
top 100, and the number of products
being produced at the busy plant has
roughly doubled. The growth in prod-
ucts and personnel is due in part to
Evolved’s hard work and in part to a
fortunate combination with the
Wildgame Innovations Company
founded in 2002 by Ryan and Matt
Busbice. They opted not to follow
their father into the large oil field
trucking company he had built up,
instead getting his blessing and his
backing to launch a company that
would sell protein-based deer feeds,
nutritional attractants and food plot
seeds.

Where Newman had started pro-
duction in his garage, Ryan Busbice
cooked up some of his first products
in his kitchen. “Big Buck Crunch was
invented on Ryan’s kitchen stove,”
Matt told me. “You should have seen
our first efforts to mass produce it.”
The brothers borrowed a rice farmer’s
auger equipped wagon and used it to
mix up a concoction of soybeans,
peanut butter and melted marshmal-
lows. It made a horrible mess of the
equipment, Matt said, but it let them
run 18 boxes of 50 pounds each so
they had a starting inventory of a
product they already knew was a deer
magnet. Not wanting to chance a

melt-down on the store shelves, they
packaged some Big Buck Crunch in a
bucket, came up with a nice label,
and showed it to a buyer at Cabela’s.
The opening order was followed by
others for more products the Busbice
family dreamed up, like Buck Bran,
Peanut Bucker and Acorn Rage.

“Evolved pretty much invented
the mineral supplement market,”
Wildgame Innovations President and

marketing head Matt Busbice told
me, but had chosen to emphasize
attraction over nutrition in its mar-
keting. Wildgame came along at a
time when the Quality Deer
Management movement was gaining
force. Its products were designed not
just to help a hunter harvest a deer
this year, but feed up the deer that
weren’t being harvested so better
bucks could be hunted in the years to
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Product Manager Tim
Carnahan stands in a sample
room in Baton Rouge by some
of the most popular products
in the Evolved Habitats and
Evolved Harvest lines.

Plant Manager Drew Mulvanah checks the settings on a high speed bottling line that
today was running the Buck Jam in apple flavor. It also comes in corn, acorn and persim-
mon. Buck Jam is a salt based mineral lick that will pattern deer into the area and a food
bait attractant that uses the daily need of food/energy to draw deer to it.
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come. Bucks have to replace body
mass they’ve lost during the rut
before they can start building antlers
for the following season, Matt said.
When a hunter is supplementing
their natural feed with a high fat, high
protein product, like the Buck Bran
that his body-building brother devel-
oped, bigger racks and a healthier
overall deer herd can result.

Matt Busbice got a demonstra-
tion of the lead the Evolved brands
had built up in this category when he
traveled to Gonzales, Louisiana for
the grand opening of a new Cabela’s
store. Tim Carnahan was there for the
Evolved brands and had been
assigned so much shelf space, about
70 percent of the total for these cate-
gories of attractants and food plot
seeds, that he had to drive a trailer
back to the New Roads plant so he
had enough stock to fill it. “Tim actu-
ally gave me a hand,” Busbice
recalled. “The staff was busy and he
helped me locate our Wildgame
Innovations products in the back of
the store so I could fill up what little
shelf space we had.”

Carnahan’s friendly aid to a com-
petitor foreshadowed the business
combination that was to come. In the
fall of 2008 the Busbice family was
looking to buy or lease a larger pro-
duction facility so it could gear up for
a bigger sales year in 2009.
Unfortunately the strength of the oil
market meant prices were high on
every suitable commercial facility
they checked into. The family wanted
to keep the business in their home
state because that’s where their roots
are and that’s where they want to
employ people. On top of that it was
important to keep the finished cost of
the feeds and attractants down by
locating the plant near where rice

bran and soybeans and sugar cane
sweeteners were readily obtainable. 

Wildgame’s offices in Broussard
were just 45 miles from the Evolved
plant in New Roads. In September of
2008 the Busbice family began
exploring the possibility of buying
Evolved and by November the deal
had been concluded. “We realized we
could buy a competitor and fill our

needs for a larger facility at the same
time,” Ryan said. “We knew Evolved
had a powerful line of attractants and
an unbeatable line of seed.” So there
was no question of re-branding
Evolved products under the new
Wildgame label. “We realized we had
to utilize what they’ve built and try to
grow it even more,” Ryan said.

Wildgame had just seven
employees when the deal was begun,
so the acquisition not only gave it a
large and efficient production facility
but a veteran production force and
many skilled managers who work at
the New Roads facility. 

In the photo at
right, Craig Morris is
adding an ingredi-
ent to a large tank
where Buck Jam is
being blended. This
tank serves one of
four bottling lines,
all of which might
be running different
liquid or gel prod-
ucts on a busy day.
The large hoses
coming into the
tank can bring in
raw ingredients
from the bulk tanks
outside the building.
The plant is a major
buyer of sorghum
from sugar cane.

Mark
Daigreport
oversees the
production of
both liquid
and powder
products at
the New
Roads plant.
That huge
“super sack”
next to him
holds
between
1,800 and
2,000 -
pounds of
Buck Bran.
Already
blended it, It
will be hoist-
ed into place
on the pack-
aging line
behind him.
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Nathan Carley is responsible for oversee-
ing the look of the Evolved brands, from
packaging to ads to catalogs. I interrupted
him as he was working on the design for a
box to hold the new Rack Rock product for
the Deer Cane family.
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In nearly 30 years of covering the
archery industry I’ve been to dozens
of plants that produce bows and
accessories. I knew visiting the home
of the Evolved product lines would be
different, but I was a little taken back
by the large scale of the operation.
The complex of buildings is next to a
rail line and split down the center by
a large area for marshalling truck traf-
fic. To the left as you drive in is the
warehouse, including an insulated
portion where the Evolved Harvest
seed products are stored under cli-
mate-controlled conditions. To the
right is the production facility,
flanked by grain silos and large liquid
holding tanks, some of them heated
so the contents can flow freely in cold
weather. A total of eight permanent
truck docks and one massive steel
portable dock serve the facility.

The warehouse had been
expanded once since Evolved bought

the facility, the production side has
seen no less than three expansions.
There’s now 110,000 square feet total,
about 40 percent of that dedicated to
production, the rest taken up by
warehouse and shipping facilities.
Plant Manager Drew Mulvanah
joined the company in 2007, and
retains his accent from growing up in
New Zealand. A former executive in
the printing industry, he now over-
sees a plant that like a large web
printer is geared to producing a high

quality product, storing it for a mini-
mal amount of time, then getting it
out the doors to customers.

“As a seasonal business you’re
seeing us at a slower time,” Mulvanah
said during my mid-November plant
tour. “We’re building to order now. By
February and March we’ll ramp up
some.” More employees will be called
back to work then and the company
will blend and package mineral
based attractants, like Black Magic,
that are time consuming to make and
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Eric Davis is vice president of finance

and operations for Evolved, Flextone and
Wildgame Innovations. He works out of
the Baton Rouge office building
Wildgame acquired as part of its pur-
chase of Evolved. He reports to Becky
Romero, chief financial officer of the par-
ent company, Synergy Outdoors.

A ten-year veteran of the treestand
industry, Mike Walston joined Synergy
Outdoors in late summer as Chief
Operating Officer. He’ll help oversee both
production and sales.
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fairly compact to store. The ware-
house areas have high ceilings and
drive-in racks that maximize the
amount of products that can be
stored on their pallets. Even so, pro-
duction has to be carefully planned
so as not to outstrip the available
storage space.

Apple flavored Buck Jam was one
of the products being produced dur-
ing my visit, but as Mulvanah had
noted that was for immediate ship-
ment to a waiting customer, not to
store ahead for next season. “Liquids
take up a lot of space. If we’re talking
gallon jugs of Buck Jam, I can get 200
of those on a pallet. With bags of
Black Magic, I can get more like 400
on a pallet.”

Packaging is carefully planned to
make best use of the pallets and the
space they’ll occupy. The footprint of
those boxes for the gallon jugs is
identical to the footprint of the car-
tons for the bagged items, though the
latter is shorter. That conserves space
and dramatically reduces the chance
that product will be damaged in stor-
age or shipment. A store or distribu-

tor that orders a mix of Buck Jam and
Deer Cane will get a compact cube of
boxes, with no air. Employees know
how to load the pallets for more
mixed orders as well, starting with
the heaviest items on the bottom and
ending with what may be loose bags
on the top, all held in place by shrink-

wrap applied manually or at one of
several automated wrapping stations.

Products that are partially or
wholly feed-based, like Evolved
Habitat’s Buck Grub Total or the
Acorn Rage from the Wildgame
Innovations line, are produced closer
to when they’ll go to the customer,

20

Major Person has joined Synergy Outdoors to work on the marketing of the Evolved
and Wildgame brands. I photographed the marketing manager as the exhibits for the
ATA Show and SHOT Show were being planned and built in one of the warehouses at the
New Roads production plant.
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then sealed within moisture-proof
bags. “Any feed product can become
contaminated over time,” the plant
manager explained. “Especially in
the warm summer months, we’d
rather make it and ship it right out.”

Some of the raw ingredients for
the mixes come in 50 pound sacks,
though they’re all purchased in
truckload quantities. I saw bags of

salt and calcium phosphate mixes,
thickening agents for gel based
products, and solid sweeteners. But
the really high volume ingredients
like soybeans and rice bran and
molasses come in bulk loads, hence
the need for the silos and storage
tanks the make up part of the plant
complex. “We get raw materials in
from Arkansas, from Texas, from

Louisiana. In one day I might have
two or three rice bran trucks come
in,” Mulvanah explained. “In August
it’s ‘game on’ here. At peak we come
close to having 100 people working a
single shift. A second shift is definite-
ly in the plans for next year.”

Part of the growth of the New
Roads plant has come from the addi-
tion of the Wildgame Innovations

At left, Roosevelt Turner holds a bagged mix of calcium and
phosphate that is a key bone and antler-building ingredient of
some of the Evolved Habitats products. Above, Mike Page
works to replace a heater in one of the outdoor storage tanks
before cold weather can impede its flow to the mixing tanks
inside the production plant.
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line of products, which alone has
about 40 SKUs. The liquid and
bagged products are developed and
tested in a lab there. Evolved Habitats
and Wildgame Innovations products
are made at the plant during separate
production runs, and are ware-
housed separately, though they may
come to a customer in a combined
shipment. To help make room for
that growth, production of the hard-
block products has been out-sourced
to Texas. Products like the Evolved
Habitats Buck Grub Block designed
to be set on a stump and the
Wildgame Innovations screw-in
INfused products are cooked down in
that drier climate and then shipped
as needed to the New Roads ware-
house.

The New Roads facility also
serves as the distribution center for
the four seed blends from Wildgame
Innovations and the 14 from Evolved
Harvest. As the product manager for
both brands, Tim Carnahan works
with a network of seed brokers who
have their own larger network of seed

producers. The hot, wet climate of
Louisiana is great for producing rice
and sugar cane, Carnahan explained,
but terrible for producing seeds from
the clovers and brassicas and other
food plot favorites. You need long
growing seasons and dry fall weather
to produce good seed, and that
means seeds come from the Pacific
Northwest and as far away as New
Zealand. The seed blends are pack-
aged in Oregon
and then shipped
by refrigerated
truck to the climate
controlled rooms

within the New Roads facility.
“Evolved Harvest seeds are more

of a premium type compared to what
a hunter might be able to buy at the
local farm co-op,” Carnahan said.
“For instance, you can buy a row crop
soybean there, but we use a forage
soybean.” Where a soybean intended
for harvesting grows as a determinant
plant that dies and dries out in the
fall, a forage soybean is a much larger

Jason Martin
checks inventory in a
staging area for a
mass merchant cus-
tomer of the Evolved
brands. Large clients
who demand “just in
time” deliveries
require this producer
to be extra careful in
balancing produc-
tion and inventory.
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plant that keeps shooting out new
leaves as deer browse on them.
Similarly, the popular Shot Plot blend
makes use of a forage turnip that’s
very different from a turnip you’d
grow for human consumption.
“Forage plants are plants that have
been developed to be eaten as a
plant,” Carnahan emphasized.

If you check the guaranteed
analysis on the back of Evolved

Harvest seed blends like Great Lakes
Trophy Seed Plot, you’ll see they’re as
close to pure seed as it’s practical to
get. This is not a company that bulks
up its product with clay coatings or
other inert ingredients. Quality food
plot seed is not inexpensive, which is
one reason why the company
includes detailed planting instruc-
tions on every package. It also makes
a “Managing the Game” planting

guide available
through retailers,
a booklet that
goes into detail
about how to pre-

pare, plant and care for food plots.
“Most of the marketing on the seed
side has involved educating the con-
sumer,” Carnahan said.

The week before my visit,
Carnahan had been busy preparing
seed forecasts through 2013 for the
seed brokers who supply the compa-
ny. “They need to be able to contract
with their growers now for the seed
we’ll need in the next few years. That
helps protect us against stuff like the
boom in biofuels. If we hadn’t been
doing that, we would have had trou-
ble finding soybean and alfalfa forage
seed, because everyone wanted to
plant corn for the ethanol processing
plants.”

If you’re not sure what seed
blends will sell best in your area,
Evolved Harvest makes it easy.
Carnahan or the Outtech sales repre-
sentative serving your area can rec-
ommend product mixes and provide
planograms to help you display them
to their best advantage. For instance
the Plot 10 is designed for spring sales
and holds 11 Evolved Harvest seed

Matt (left) and
Ryan Busbice show
off the new Rack
Rock product that
will be introduced
within the Deer
Cane series in
2011. They’re out-
side the two story
office building
where they work in
Baton Rouge.
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blends and seven of the most popular
Evolved Habitats attractants, in a
compact 4 foot width. The Shot 10
varies the mix for maximum sales in
the fall, switching the proportions to
more attractants and switching the
seeds to those that do best in fall
planting. 

Evolved also has display pro-
grams where you’re getting the seed
blends or attractants with the shelv-
ing, and pallet programs where high
volume products like Throw & Grow
or Buck’ola come packed in their own
displays. Most shelf displays come
with an inventory of extra products
and retailers can then re-order from
the firm or fill in through their
favorite distributor. There are even
specialized displays: One focuses on
products co-branded with Team
Realtree, another on those designed
for hog hunters.

Wild hogs are fun to hunt and
they’re also a destructive nuisance,
Carnahan said, two good reasons to
use the company’s products to bring
more of them into rifle or bow range.
He opened a bag of Hog Wild so I
could smell the aroma of crushed
berries and molasses. “I had one
woman tell me she sprinkles this
behind the seat of her husband’s pick-
up like an air freshener,” he said.
Evolved Habitats has also developed a
gel attractant, PigOut, a liquid Cmore
Hogs, and a sour mash Hog Grub.

Sales of hog hunting attractants
under the Evolved Habitats brand are
likely to grow in future years,
President Matt Busbice told me, and
to keep sales of deer attractants and

minerals strong the com-
pany is continuing to
develop new products.
Rack Rock is one new
product being introduced
for 2011 under the popular
Deer Cane series. It’s a nat-
ural mineral rock that con-
tains some of the same
body-building nutrients as
you find in the original
Deer co Cain powder, in a
long-lasting solid form
that’s packed in an attrac-
tive, see-through box.

On the seed side, it’s
helped to have Team
Realtree put the stamp of
approval on Evolved
Harvest seed blends like Exceed and
Maximize. Evolved Harvest food plots
are featured on hunting programs the
Realtree team produces and in turn
Bill Jordan and his son Tyler are used
in the marketing of the product line
by Evolved.

The Evolved Harvest and Evolved
Habitats lines are carried now by
about 800 independent retailers,
Product Manager Tim Carnahan told
me. The company works closely with
buying groups to make sure those
retailers can stay competitive with
the big box stores that also stock
these products. Like the Wildgame
Innovations seeds and attractants,
the Evolved lines are now represent-
ed by the nationwide Outtech sales
force. 

The Busbice brothers want to see
the Evolved brands stay out front in
the seed and mineral based attrac-

tants side of the market. At the same
time they’re working to earn more
shelf space with their home-grown
brand, Wildgame Innovations, with
new products like the Acorn Rage
Drop N Block and the Cornfused?
food-free attractant. “Where Evolved
is winning, we’re going to let them
keep winning,” Matt said. “Where
Wildgame is winning, we’ll let it win.
A case in point is the Deer Cane series
for Evolved and the Acorn Rage series
for Wildgame.”

Combining the Evolved and
Wildgame brands under one owner
gave the company greater purchasing
power in the market for agricultural
and mineral commodities, the broth-
ers told me. “It brought us great sales-
men like Tim Carnahan, that manage
the brands and help us secure shelf
space in the stores. We got not only
the Evolved brands, but a great pro-
duction facility and the top notch
people who were running it.” 

It’s important to market your
products effectively, Matt Busbice
said, with great packaging and
celebrity endorsements that fit the
brand. It’s also important to be able
to get them to consumers at the low-
est possible price while maintaining
the margins you need to keep the
company strong. From what I could
see, the Evolved brands are in a great
position to continue doing just that.

Evolved Harvest food plot seeds packed in Oregon are
stored in climate controlled rooms at the Louisiana
plant before shipment to customers.
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Drive-in racks store plenty of product,
yet on a busy shipping day four times this
much storage will empty and be refilled at
the New Roads plant.
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